Giles Gaudard Barber (1930-2012)

Country: Grande-Bretagne
Language: English
Gender: Masculin
Birth: Oxford, GB, 15-08-1930
Death: Lescure en Couserans (Ariège), 12-03-2012
Note: A aussi écrit en français

Variants of the name: Giles G. Barber (1930-2012)
Giles Barber (1930-2012)
ISNI: ISNI 0000 0001 0888 0178 (Information about ISNI)

Activities of Giles Gaudard Barber (1930-2012) (17 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Textual works (10)

Daphnis and Chloe, the markets and metamorphoses of an unknown bestseller (1989)

Some uncollected authors XLI : Henry Saint John, Viscount Bolingbroke, 1678-1751 (1965)

Thomas Linacre, a bibliographical survey of his works (1977)
Galignani's and the publication of English books in France, from 1800 to 1852 (1961)

See more documents of this work form
data.bnf.fr
Mixed works (6)


Studies in the booktrade of the European enlightenment (1994)

See more documents of this work form

Manuscripts and archives (1)

"Barber, Giles (NAF 28075(14))" with Giles Gaudard Barber (1930-2012) as Author

Themes related to Giles Gaudard Barber (1930-2012) (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Works (1)

Daphnis et Chloé (-01..)

Persons and organizations related to "Giles Gaudard Barber (1930-2012)" (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Persons and organizations related as editor (2)

Cecil Patrick Courtney

Oxford bibliographical society
Persons and organizations related as author (1)

Peter Tucker

See also (7 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (6)

Equivalent record in Fichier d'autorité intégré de la Bibliothèque nationale allemande
Equivalent record in IdRef

Equivalent record in ISNI
Equivalent record in Library of Congress Authorities

Equivalent record in VIAF
Equivalent record in Wikidata